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A warm welcome to our new catalogue from the team at Hawthorn Press. 

We are named after the ancient tree that grows in hedgerows and 
inhospitable places and survives against the odds, also known as the May 
tree, whitethorn or quickthorn. The hawthorn has glorious fl owers in 
May and provides berries for birds in the winter. Both berries and fl owers 
possess healing properties for conditions of the heart.

Hawthorn Press was founded in 1981 when our fi rst book, Who’s Bringing 
them Up: TV and Child Development, prompted parents to ask us about 
what the creative alternatives were to watching TV. Nowadays, when 
many children (and adults) are viewing screens for over a day a week, this 
question is even more pressing. We hope to change ways of thinking with 
our books on celebrating festivals and re-connecting with nature, such as 
The Children’s Forest and The Natural Storyteller; our craft books, such as 
Making Simple Needle Felts; our parenting books such as Simplicity Parenting
and The Parenting Toolkit; holistic education such as Reclaim Early Childhood; 
and social ecology books including Re-Imagining America.

This year we are launching Quickthorn: a new imprint in response to the 
climate crisis. These books will be short and engaging, with a quick and 
practical message of sustainability – starting with a book about mending, 
Darning: repair, make, mend.

Many of our books arise from a creative community of practice, such 
as Storytelling Schools, Stroud-based makers and the Simplicity Parenting 
network. Despite the storm clouds, we live in a highly creative age and 
we hope that our books will support resourceful action for a more 
convivial world.  

Happy reading from the team, 
Martin Large, Claire Percival, 

Katy Bevan, Jane Douch and Tilly Gommersall

Hawthorn Press
Thoughtful Books
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Hawthorn Press creates thoughtful books to support a 
creative, peaceful and sustainable world. Our titles encompass 
education, family, craft, storytelling and changemaking.

You can order Hawthorn Press books direct from 
our website or from good bookshops.

Hawthorn Press
1 Lansdown Lane, Stroud 
Gloucestershire GL51BJ
+44 (0)1453 757040
info@hawthornpress.com

Trade orders are distributed by: 
Booksource
50 Cambuslang Road
Glasgow
G32 8NB
Tel: (0845) 370 0063
orders@booksource.net

To enquire about foreign rights contact: 
jane@hawthornpress.com 
Download our catalogue, full title list and 
details of stockists from our website.

www.hawthornpress.comwww.hawthornpress.com

20% discount on 

our website when 

you subscribe to 

our mailing list

Gloucestershire GL51BJ
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To enquire about foreign rights contact: 
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+44 (0)1453 757040
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To enquire about foreign rights contact: 

Here at Hawthorn Press we’re 
working on some exciting new 
titles for the new year, including a 
much awaited new book, Making 
Soft Dolls which includes designs 
for more than 12 dolls Waldorf 
and their clothes, plus the potential 
to create your own characters to 
cherish and treasure.

mailto:info@hawthornpress.com
mailto:orders@booksource.net
mailto:jane@hawthornpress.com
http://www.hawthornpress.com
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Introducing Quickthorn | Sustainable books
A new imprint and a little sister to Hawthorn Press 

Quickthorn is a new imprint for books about sustainable 
making. Inspiring, manageable and quick to read, subjects will 
include sustainable living and making for wellbeing. Mindful of our 
impact on the environment, Quickthorn will be commissioning 
books with an emphasis on recycling, mending and re-use.

The first publication for Quickthorn will be Darning: repair, make, mend by Japanese 
crafter and designer Hikaru Noguchi. With fabulous photography, twelve darning 
techniques and over 63 creative ideas for remaking and improving the things we 
already have, you will be inspired to rethink your wardrobe.
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Darning: repair, make, mend
Hikaru Noguchi

96pp | 186mm x 256mm | pb with fl aps | 978-1-912480-15-9 | £19.00

Hikaru Noguchi is a designer 
and author of a blog about 
darning in Japan. This is the 
English translation of her cult 
darning book that has been 
reprinted in Japanese several 
times. Full of inspirational ideas 
for visible mending this title will 
appeal to anyone who wants to 
limit the impact of their textile 
choices on the environment. 
Suitable for beginners as well as 
experienced stitchers.
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The Children’s Forest 
Stories & songs, wild food, crafts & celebrations 
all year round
Dawn Casey, Anna Richardson and Helen d’Ascoli 

A rich and abundant treasury in celebration of the forest, this book encourages 
children’s natural fascination with woodlands and their inhabitants. The authors 
have produced an enchanting book where imagination, story and play bring alive 
the world of the forest. Full of games, facts, celebrations, craft activities, recipes, 
foraging, stories and Forest School skills, The Children’s Forest is much more than a 
manual: it is an invitation.

Ideal for ages 5–12, it will also be enjoyed by adults, families and younger children, 
Forest School educators, early years and primary school teachers and parents who 
want their children to experience the outdoors safely and imaginatively.

• Engages children with nature through play and imagination in the forest.
• Imparts forest know-how through eight seasons for Forest School leaders, 

teachers and parents of pre-school and primary school-aged children.
• Helps to identify trees, plants and animals including tracking, foraging.
• Offers wild plant recipes and crafts to make in the woods.
• Brings Gaelic stories, folklore, songs and imaginary journeys to share.

The Children’s Forest is a superb resource chock-full of engaging activities, stories and 
crafts that will delight and inspire young minds and hearts. The book shines with a loving 
attunement with the forest that is sure to enlighten children. I recommend it highly to 
everyone who wants to share the magic of the forest.

Joseph Bharat Cornell, Founder and President of Sharing Nature Worldwide, 
author of Sharing Nature and Deep Nature Play

336pp | 250 x 200mm | pb | 978-1-907359-91-0 | £28.99

��

NEW 
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Dawn Casey is inspired by the power and magic 
of tales of old and the wonder of the natural 
world. Her collection of stories and activities, 
The Barefoot Book of Earth Tales won the Gold 
Award from Nautilus for ‘books of exceptional 
merit that promote spiritual growth, conscious 
living and positive social change’. 

Anna Richardson is a musician and artist. Co-
author of Learning with Nature, she has been 
working as a Forest School leader with Talking 
Trees and Cultivating Curiosity for many years. 

Helen d’Ascoli is a founder of Talking Trees, a 
company dedicated to connecting people to 
nature. She works as a Forest School teacher, 
tutor and mentor. 

The foreword is written by Jon Cree, one 
of the country’s leading Forest School 
Trainers and former Chair of the Forest 
School Association.

 is inspired by the power and magic 
of tales of old and the wonder of the natural 
world. Her collection of stories and activities, 

 won the Gold 
Award from Nautilus for ‘books of exceptional 
merit that promote spiritual growth, conscious 

 is a musician and artist. Co-
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Seasonal Classics
Hawthorn Press is well-known for these classic books that encompass the rhythms 
of family life, cultural festivals and the seasons.

320pp | 250 x 200mm | pb 
978-1-869890-47-6 | £16.99

256pp | 250 × 200mm | pb
978-1-903458-01-3 | £16.99

224pp | 250 × 200mm | pb
978-1-869890-46-9 | £16.99

240pp | 250 × 200mm | pb 
978-1-903458-14-3 | £16.99

320pp | 250 x 200mm | pb 256pp | 250 × 200mm | pb

224pp | 250 × 200mm | pb
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224pp | 250 x 200mm | pb | 978-0-950706-23-8 | £16.99

The Evolution of a Title

Festivals, Family and Food was one of 
Hawthorn’s fi rst publications, created 
during the pre-digital era. From the fi rst 
cover in 1982 the book is now in it’s 
14th edition. This enduring bestseller is 
a wonderful resource that has enabled 
thousands of families to recreate the 
seasonal festivals that children love and 
that help them to mark the time of year.

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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This book is a unique and valuable 
resource for everyone who wishes 
to give their children the best start in 
life. The author draws on her years 
of experience facilitating parenting 
groups and as a family therapist to 
present these techniques clearly, 
illustrated by a wealth of real-life 
examples. She also has advice for 
parents on how to manage their 
own stress and ensure they are 
getting the self-care that they need.

Caroline Penney is a well-known parenting specialist and systemic 
family therapist. Her great-grandfather was Sigmund Freud and 
she has spent over thirty years working in parenting education, 
social services, the Parent Network, the Maudsley Hospital and 
the Lantern Family Centre. 

Parenting

176pp | 250 x 200mm | pb | 978-1-912480-11-1 | £16.99

Surviving family life is a big challenge, yet good-enough parenting can go a long way to 
refuting poet Philip Larkin's infamous claim that mum and dad 'f*** up' their children. 
This splendid new book will greatly assist parents in negotiating the parenting minefi eld 
successfully, helping them to raise emotionally balanced, happy children. 
   Oliver James, psychologist, psychotherapist and writer
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Using the extraordinary power of 
less, Kim John Payne offers novel 
ways to help children feel calmer, 
happier, and more secure. 

• A new and revised UK edition 
of the number-one US bestseller, 
with a new afterword from 
the author and fully updated to 
address the digital world.

• A strategy in four simple steps 
that can liberate families.

• How to simplify the physical home 
environment, family rhythms and 
children’s schedules.

Kim John Payne is one of the world’s leading Steiner-Waldorf 
educators. He researched a drug-free approach to Attention 
Defi cit Disorder and his Social Inclusion Approach for breaking 
the patterns of bullying has been implemented in hundreds of 
schools. A father of two, he lives in Massachusetts with his wife 
Katharine, who illustrated the book.

352pp | 234 x 56mm | pb | 
978-1-912480-03-6 | £16.99

This book is a wake-up call for all of us who have misjudged what children need and 
can handle, and who have wandered so far from the best practices that we are raising 
neurologically damaged and emotionally stunted human beings as a result.
 Steve Biddulph, author of The Secret of Happy Children and Bringing up Boys

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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Findus and Pettson
Brightly illustrated with lively and lovable characters, the Findus series follows 
the adventures and misdemeanours of the mischievous Findus the talking cat and 
Farmer Pettson along with their muckle friends. As they plant, forage, fi sh and 
discover and get up to all sorts of mayhem we can explore the ups and downs of 
friendship, fi ghts and forgiveness with them. There are twelve to collect!

The stories are ingenious, the characters are quirky and original, and the illustrations are 
absolutely delightful … I can't recommend them highly enough. Philip Pullman

These titles are 297 x 210mm | hb | £12.99 
except for Findus and the Christmas Tomte which is 130p | 257 × 196cm | £18.99
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Findus the talking cat challenges Pettson 
to join him as he runs, jumps and clambers 
around the farm. Pettson tries to keep 
up, with comical results. However, there 
is one thing that he is very good at!

This is a smaller format Findus book 
aimed at slightly younger readers aged 
2–6 years.

Findus, Food and Fun is for anyone who 
knows a young child who is curious 
about the world. Together with Findus, 
Pettson and the muckles, you can 
discover things to do for every season; 
pottering, collecting, fi xing, crafting, 
building, exploring, and baking.

Sven Nordqvist is a well-loved Swedish 
children's illustrator and writer whose 
stories and unique illustrations are inspired 
by a delight in everyday life. The Findus and 
Pettson stories draw on his playful adventures 
with his two young sons. 

64pp | 297 x 210mm | hb
978-1-907359-34-7 | £14.99

NEW 

28pp | 260mm x 210mm | hb 
978-1-912480-14-2 | £9.99

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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Steiner-Waldorf Education
Reclaim Early Childhood presents a lively overview of the philosophical, developmental 
and educational foundations of Steiner-Waldorf early years education as adaptable, 
creative, dynamic and informed by a profound respect for the uniqueness of each 
child. This is an essential sourcebook for educators, student teachers and academics.

There is a strong and steady message that education should remove fi xed judgements or a 
static and stuck view of the child or adult learner. Instead, Steiner education is about a state 
of ‘becoming’ … I recommend this book wholeheartedly.

From the foreword by Professor Tina Bruce CBE, Roehampton University.

Professor Sebastian Suggate lectures 
and researches at the University 
of Regensburg, Germany, in early 
child development, education and 
educational philosophy. In 2010, his 
research into the successful reading 
achievement of late-starting children, 
including those from Waldorf Schools,, 
received international recognition. 
Sebastian is widely published in the 
academic research literature on early 
development and learning. 

Tamara Suggate is a psych-ologist. 
She and her husband were involved 
in setting up a new Steiner-Waldorf 
kindergarten where she now works. 
They are raising four children.

224pp | 234 x 156mm | pb | 978-1-912480-10-4 | £25.00
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This book presents the why, what and 
how of creative place-based education, 
action-researched successfully by 
educators for over 20 years in Aurland, 
Sognafjord Norway. This hands-on 
approach embraces the whole locality 
as an inspiring educational resource. 
The book demonstrates how schools 
can become creative hubs for enriching 
the community, caring for nature, the 
landscape and place. Design tools for 
developing place-based educational 
curricula are made globally relevant, 
with case studies from Norway, Ruskin 
Mill in the UK and Tanzania.

This book... is not a warning fi re, but a 
Beacon of Hope. 
From the foreword by Douglas Forrell 
Hulmes, Prescott College, Arizona.

168pp | 234 x 156mm | pb | 978-1-907359-73-6 | £25

This book is an essential practical guide to anyone wishing to free education from its 
meaningless role as a political and social tool, and to think about what kind of educational 
experience we will need for the uncertain future facing young people today.

Roger Duncan, author of Nature in Mind

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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Sally Goddard Blythe explains in 
Movement: Your Child’s First Language, 
why movement matters for brain 
development, attention, co-ordination  
and balance. She also describes the 
neonatal refl exes and how healthy 
early years movement  transforms such 
refl exes. This book, which includes 2 
CDs, is a collection of songs, action 
nursery rhymes and stories that assist 
child development through movement. 
Michael Lazarev’s songs help develop 
co-ordination and language skills.

‘An inspiration … Here, you will fi nd the simple virtues of ‘music and movement’ and 
child-raising wisdom allied with the latest neuroscientifi c insights to show just why the ‘old-
fashioned’, pre-technological ways often had it right all along.’

Dr Richard House, author of Too Much, Too Soon?

192pp | 234 x 156mm | pb + 2CDs 
978-1-907359-99-6 | £25.00

2 
CDS 

Sally Goddard Blythe directs the Institute of Neuro-
Physiological Psychology (INPP). She researches children’s 
learning diffi culties and is an authority on remedial 
programmes. Her widely translated books include Raising 
Happy Healthy Children, The Genius of Natural Childhood 
and The Well Balanced Child.
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304pp | 234 x 156mm | pb
978-1-907359-83-5 | £16.99

More Education Titles by Sally Goddard Blythe

304pp | 234 x 156mm | pb 226pp | 234 x 156mm | pb 
978-1-907359-04-0 | £14.99
226pp | 234 x 156mm | pb

304pp | 234 x 156mm | pb
978-1-903458-63-1 | £16.99
304pp | 234 x 156mm | pb

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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136pp | 297 x 210mm | pb | 978-1-912480-04-3 | £25.00

A step-by-step guide to drawing forms 
related to the four temperaments – a 
resource to use with children aged 
6–12 years. Form drawing is known to 
have a harmonising, transformative and 
strengthening effect on child development. 

Creative form drawing supports many 
learning capabilities: improved hand-to-
eye co-ordination, spatial orientation, 
observation skills, focusing attention, 
confi dent movement, drawing skills and 
the foundation skills for handwriting. 
Designed specifi cally by Angela Lord for 
the four temperaments, these exercises 
also strengthen personal growth. Contains 
over 500 colourful, dynamic drawings to 
use in the classroom or at home.

NEW 
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More Steiner-Waldorf Education Titles

96pp | 246 × 189mm | pb 
978-1-907359-78-1 | £15.00

136pp | 297 x 210mm | pb
978-1-907359-98-9 | £25.00

96pp | 297 x 210mm | pb
978-1-912480-08-1 | £25.00

352pp | 246 x 189mm | hb
978-1-907359-88-0 | £35.00 
352pp | 246 x 189mm | hb

NOW 
£24.99 

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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‘This book is gorgeous – the animals are so 
lifelike and appealing – it makes you want 
to get started straight away.
Melissa Corkhill, Green Parent Magazine

128pp | 250 x 200mm | pb 
978-1-907359-46-0 | £16.99

Crafts and Family Activities
Steffi  Stern brings her inimitable energy 
and enthusiasm to her second book: a 
back-to-basics guide to making needle-
felted objects. All the projects in the 
book are achievable;  some aimed at 
little fi ngers (no needles involved) and 
beginners and plenty to inspire those 
with more experience. The book is 
organised by season and brims with all 
kinds of treasures, such as pumpkins, 
gnomes, strawberries, baubles, birds, 
bees, snails, fl owers, the Nativity, mice 
and even mermaids (and merboys). 

Steffi ’s advice is to have a go!

160pp | 250 x 200mm | pb 
978-1-907359-97-2 | £16.99

Steffi Stern Handcrafting has been a part of 
Steffi ’s life for as long as she can remember. 
Having grown up in Germany, Steffi  opened 
a craft shop in Gloucestershire and became 
interested in needle felting as a way of 
sculpting with wool. She co-owns The 
Makerss, a specialist needle felting shop.

Best-
seller!
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192pp | 198 x 208mm | pb 
978-1-907359-77-4 | £16.99 

Based on the success of her fi rst book, 
Making Peg Dolls & More introduces 
us to a range of projects to keep little 
(and not-so-little) hands busy. From 
simple peg doll necklaces, moving 
mobiles and fantastical fl ying creatures 
to pin cushions, nature gathering bags 
and herbal dream pillows, this series 
of delightful craft projects will bring 
together and inspire the whole family in 
the act of making as well as playing and 
living creatively.

176pp | 198 x 208mm | pb 
978-1-912480-02-9 | £16.99

Margaret Bloom has a degree in 
Counselling Psychology. She lives 
with her family in a small yellow 
cottage beneath the great oak 
trees of northern California. When 
she is not busy reading, buttering 
toast and searching for lost socks, 
she spends her time writing, 
creating and fi nding inspiration in 
the world around her.

Best-
seller!

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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Drawing on the creative ethos of 
Steiner-Waldorf education, this is 
a full-colour second edition of The 
Children’s Year, a much-loved favourite 
for over thirty years. From beginners 
to experienced crafters, this book is 
a gift for parents and adults seeking 
to make toys that will inspire children 
and provide an alternative to our 
throwaway culture.

240pp | 250 x 200mm | pb | 978-1-907359-69-9 | £25.00
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Patrick Harrison makes whittling with children in the woods simple and engaging. 
This beautiful book, provides the basic skills to make various craft projects. You’ll 
learn to work your wood well, use simple tools, tie knots and develop designs to 
make puppets, masks, night torches, staffs, arrows, jewellery, ladders, shelters, 
stargazing chairs and more. 

• Beautiful, easy-to-follow illustrations  
• Step-by-step instructions for creating 

woodland crafts for a range of abilities
• Tried and tested craft projects, designed by 

an experienced Forest School leader 
• Adaptable designs for exploring new ideas 

for creative outdoor play

128pp | 198 x 208mm | pb | 978-1-907359-84-2 | £14.99

Patrick Harrison is an illustrator and inspiring Forest 
School educator, based in the South East of England. He is 
passionate about inspiring children’s love and respect for 
nature through woodland crafts. Here is the fruit of his 
many years of woodland education.
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Nancy Mellon demonstrates how to create 
a magical atmosphere for the telling of tales, 
how to use movement and direction within 
a story, how to set a storyscape, beginnings 
and endings and how to use the rhythms 
of voice. Here are also the more subtle 
ingredients of storytelling including moods, 
the elements, seasons and the symbolism 
of magic words, objects and weapons that 
represent archetypal forces.  

Food for the soul, a healing well to dip into 
for storytellers at all levels… offers wonderful 
guidance, inspiration and encouragement for 
imaginative storymaking and storytelling. 

Susan Perrow, author of Healing Stories for 
Challenging Behaviour

192pp | 216 × 138mm | pb | 978-1-907359-26-2 | £16.99

200pp | 234 x 156mm | pb | 978-1-912480-13-5 | £15.00

Telling stories awakens wonder and creates 
special occasions with children, whether 
it’s bedtime, around the fi re or on rainy 
days. Encouraging you to spin golden tales, 
Nancy Mellon shows how you can become 
a confi dent storyteller.

Nancy Mellon has pioneered healing, therapeutic 
storytelling both as a therapist and as an educator 
for over thirty-fi ve years.  Her work has reached 
healing arts specialists worldwide, and inspired 
parents, teachers, grandparents, writers, artists 
and storytellers with the healing power of story. 

Storytelling
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Georgiana Keable is a storytelling pioneer. She has taught 
storytelling at Oslo University since 1997 and launched the 
Norwegian Storytelling Festival. She founded The Storytelling 
House (Fortellerhuset) and in 2015 received the Oslo Artists’ 
prize for her outstanding contribution. Georgiana weaves 
stories that refl ect our relationship with nature. 

In these pages you will fi nd over fi fty 
nature stories, chosen to bring both 
teller and listener closer to their 
environment. These culturally diverse 
stories that have stood the test 
of time will engage young readers, 
and encourage them to become 
natural storytellers. The stories are 
accompanied by tips on telling, story 
maps, and practical activities. 

The Natural Storyteller is the winner of 
two book awards from Moonbeam and 
Purple Dragonfl y. 

272pp | 228 x 186mm | pb 
978-1-907359-80-4 | £19.99

An uplifting read that will leave you with 
a sense of possibility and optimism – 
something I think we could all do with 
right now. 

Nimue Brown, Spiral Nature Magazine

teller and listener closer to their 

and encourage them to become 

accompanied by tips on telling, story 

two book awards from Moonbeam and 

272pp | 228 x 186mm | pb

An uplifting read that will leave you with 
a sense of possibility and optimism – 
something I think we could all do with 
right now. 

Best-
seller!

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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Here are forty-two stories that can 
help children face challenges and 
change behaviour. This is a must-have 
collection of behaviour tales that offer 
story medicine as a creative strategy 
for parenting, teaching and counselling. 
The power of storytelling can help 
resolve a range of common childhood 
behaviours and situations such as 
separation anxiety, bullying, sibling 
rivalry, nightmares and grieving.

144pp | 234 x 156mm | pb
978-1-907359-86-6 | £15.99

Susan is a trailblazer for the movement 
for healing stories… I hope you enjoy this 
delicious story medicine!

Georgiana Keable, Storyteller 
and founder of Fortellerhuset 

(Storytelling House)

Susan Perrow is a teacher trainer, parent 
educator, storyteller and consultant. She runs 
therapeutic storytelling seminars from China 
to Africa, Europe to America and across her 
own sun-drenched land of Australia. 

More Storytelling Titles
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By systematically learning storytelling 
skills at school, students can receive 
an education that builds confi dence 
and fl uency in spoken language, raises 
standards of reading and writing, and 
provides an engaging way to learn 
other subjects in the curriculum, all in a 
method that is enjoyable and inclusive. 
This approach has been shown to raise 
standards and fi re imaginations in schools 
throughout the UK.

These are the kinds of books you look and 
search for during your whole career. They are 
written by a master storyteller with a wealth 
of ideas and experience gained in schools
 Martine Horvath, 

Early Years Education Magazine

Storytelling Schools

Chris Smith is a storyteller, educational trainer and founding Director 
of Storytelling Schools. Chris loves to make education more joyful, 
effective and engaging, especially in areas of social deprivation where 
good education can make such a difference to future life chances. 

184 pp | 297 × 210mm | pb | 978-1-907359-38-5 | £45.00

432 pp | 297 × 210mm | pb 
978-1-907359-39-2 | £45.00

256 pp | 297 × 210mm | pb 
978-1-907359-45-3 | £40.00

256 pp | 297 × 210mm | pb 
978-1-907359-44-6 | £40.00

256 pp | 297 × 210mm | pb

http://www.hawthornpress.com
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224 pp | 234 x 156mm | pb | 978-1-907359-96-5 | £15.00

Here are alternative, radical ideas for social reform and tackling inequality. The 
author offers an account of how American economic and political elites have 
undermined democracy and drastically weakened the USA, while causing untold 
suffering in the Middle East and around the world. He suggests what we can do 
to re-imagine America as ‘the promise of a new beginning,’ and calls for a new 
covenant between the American people and its government that engages both 
conservatives and progressives.

• Nurtures the seeds of practical hope for navigating chaos and countering fear
• Tells the author’s immigrant story from his landing in New York as a child
• Re-imagines America through building communities of conscience
• Offers practical ways ahead for positive change

By facing the shadow-side of our nation, and of himself, Christopher Schaefer makes it 
possible for us to do the same. Re-Imagining America is an acorn of hope. May it take root 
and grow into a mighty oak.    Eric Utne, founder of the Utne Reader

Christopher Schaefer taught international 
politics and economics at Tufts University 
and the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT), before becoming an 
organisational development consultant. 
He co-founded the Waldorf School in 
Lexington, Mass. and the Centre for Social 
Development at Emerson College in 
Sussex, England, as well as Social Ecology 
Associates, an international consultancy 
group. He also taught for many years at 
the Sunbridge Institute, a Waldorf Teacher 
training centre. Author of Partnerships of 
Hope: Building Waldorf School Communities, 
Dr Schaefer is a grandfather and social 
activist, campaigning for a free, equal and 
mutual society in a new covenant between 
the American people and its government 
that engages conservative, progressive and 
environmental constituencies alike.
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Our world view frames how we see things. In today’s society we are in danger 
of living in our own bubble, which may be quite different from that of others. 
Stepping back, you can become fascinated by where people are coming from. To 
help refl ection, Mario Betti explores twelve archetypal ways of seeing the world.
He clarifi es each world view and values them within the overall context of these 
ways of seeing. He outlines a path toward gaining mutual understanding between 
them, showing how our views are more connected than they are divided.

• Compass of twelve archetypal ways of understanding the world
• Explores how others see the world so as to enable deeper dialogue
• Builds on Rudolf Steiner’s twelvefold typology of human and cosmic thought

Might well change your life as much as it did mine… empowers us to deal more constructively 
with the world. Framing one’s understanding of the world with the twelve world views is 
extraordinarily powerful, inspiring and transformative.

Kathelijne Drenth, Chair, Cloverleaf Foundation 

Mario Betti was born in Lucca, Italy in 1942. 
As a young man, he learned ten languages 
so as to understand people better. Teaching 
philosophy at Alanus University in Germany, 
he enabled students to explore the twelve 
world views. The burning question that 
led to writing this book was, ‘How can 
we develop ways of understanding every 
person, towards a “Whitsun” of humanity 
where all languages will be understood in a 
community of inquirers?’ He says, ‘This book 
is needed because humanity is getting more 
and more one-sided.’
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